Abstract. We present a novel local optimum based power allocation approach for spectrum sharing in unlicensed frequency bands. The proposed technique is based on the idea of dividing the network in a number of smaller sub-networks or clusters. Sum capacity of each cluster is maximized subject to constraint on total power of each user in a cluster. On its turn each user in a cluster maximizes the sum capacity by calculating power allocations that correspond to a local optimum. Total power constraint of each user and effect of interference from other users in the network is taken into account for finding local optimum solution. Comparison of achieved network sum capacity is done with the well known iterative water filling method. Numerical results show that the proposed cluster based local optimum method achieves higher capacity than selfish iterative water filling and is therefore suitable for geographically distributed networks.
Introduction
Resource allocation for devices working in unlicensed bands has gained significant research interest because of its impact on the performance. An efficient resource allocation is the one in which it is not possible to improve the performance of one system without causing degradation in some other systems performance.
Our focus in this paper is on efficient power allocation for devices in unlicensed bands. We discuss a scenario where a number of users are sharing spectrum in an unlicensed band. The main aim is to find power allocation for each node that maximizes the sum capacity of entire network. Given the importance of this problem, a number of authors have addressed it using different analysis techniques. The well known selfish iterative water filling (IWF) power allocation method was proposed in [1] using a game theoretical approach. In [2] it has been extended and comparison of different power allocation approaches is also given. Most studies have been done considering flat fading case, however flat fading results have been generalized for frequency selective fading channels in [3] . Some other recent works related to distributed power allocation problem include [4] , which discusses maximization of a logarithmic utility function or capacity, jointly for all the links. Method discussed by [4] assumes that all the distributed decision makers have information of the price of interference that is caused by them to all receivers of the network. Same problem has recently been addressed in [5] for cognitive radio networks.
In this paper we examine the performance of similar power allocation scheme as in [2] but the network model is changed to a more random one. A concept of distributed power allocation is presented for capacity maximization within different clusters. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 system model is developed and parameters used throughout the paper are introduced. Section 3 presents the explanation of our proposed local optimum based power allocation scheme. In section 4, performance is analyzed with the help of a numerical example and simulation results are presented.
Network Model
In this section we describe the system model that includes network architecture, power constraints on transmitter-receiver pairs and expressions for calculating the sum capacity of the network. The network model used in this study is similar to the network examined in [2] , but the locations of transmitters and receivers are more random. Figure 1 shows an example layout of the network with 16 links. (
1)
Where N is the number of channels, p r,j is the power allocated by link r on channel j and g t,r,j is the gain from transmitter t to receiver on channel j. The spectral density of additive white Gaussian noise is N 0 and I r,j is the interference from other transmitters in network that receiver r experiences on channel j. The interference can be obtained as follows:
To simplify we define: 
The sum capacity of the network is the sum of capacities of all links and can be determined as follows:
Power allocation of link r is defined by vector p r =[ p r,1 p r,2 …..p r,N ] and maximum power constraint that has to be followed by all links in network is characterized as:
We do not consider the interior points of power constraint equation here. The assumption is that each transmitter uses full power and follows the maximum power constraint. Our aim is to allocate that power efficiently across all channels in an optimum way in order to maximize the network sum capacity.
In the local optimum based cooperative power allocation scheme, each link is aware of the links within a certain area. The updating link calculates its power to maximize the sum capacity of sub-network and will start using this new allocation.
To the best of our knowledge, cooperative distributed power allocation based on cluster (as opposed to full network) interference information has not been addressed in literature before. When the cluster becomes large enough to encompass the whole network of all updating links, this scheme is close in spirit to distributed multichannel asynchronous pricing scheme studied in [4] . In [4] , the interference to other users is abstracted by a price function but in our case we consider the utility function (capacity) with an aim to directly employ cooperative optimization. In order to optimize power allocation on each link in an asynchronous way, let us consider an updating link r with set of neighbors denoted by µ r . The index of optimizing link is outside this set i.e. r∉µ r . It is assumed that updating link is aware of channel gains between its transmitters and all receivers in cluster as well as interference powers across all channels at all receivers that are included in a cluster. The sum capacity of the cluster is the objective function for optimization and can be expressed as:
In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate the performance of proposed scheme. To achieve numerical results, more specific model assumptions have been made. Details of parameters and values used in the simulation are given in table 1. Figure 2 shows the clusters used in simulations of local optimum approach; the entire network is divided into 4 sub-networks or clusters L 1 , L 2 , L 3 and L 4 . To optimize objective functions under given power constraints we have used built-in MATLAB optimization function called fmincon. Performance is evaluated by comparing capacity cumulative density functions obtained by maximized capacities calculated using different power allocation schemes. Using the simulation parameters specified in table 1, Monte Carlo simulation method is used for calculating capacities for local optimum and selfish iterative water filling schemes. Using the iterative water filling solution as starting point, on its turn, transmitter of a link selected randomly from cluster updates its power allocation to maximize the sum capacity of the cluster on the basis of most recent interference and power situation signaled by neighbors. Randomly ordered optimizations are performed by links of all four sub-networks, selected one by one. We compare the capacity CDF of local optimum based cluster capacity maximization power allocation scheme with selfish iterative water filling method as well as random power allocation. The network sum capacity CDFs are compared in figure 3 . Network sum capacity for proposed cooperative cluster based distributed power allocation was found to be around 0.7 bits/s/Hz greater than the mean network sum capacity achieved using selfish iterative water filling. We conclude that cluster based locally optimal power allocations is an effective distributive power allocation strategy which can achieve higher network sum capacity than selfish iterative water filling scheme.
